Some 4,292 patrons took advantage of TASK’s program services last year.

TASK helped 877 people obtain 1,310 pieces of ID – which enables soup kitchen patrons to apply for employment and housing, enroll in school or job training programs, and access other basic benefits such as healthcare and food assistance.

Over 52 people landed jobs with TASK’s assistance last year.

43 businesses partnered with TASK’s workforce development team, including UPS, FedEx, Amazon, Chase, Marquis Health, Sodexo and NJ Transit.

Last year, 10 students enrolled in TASK’s 10-week Culinary Academy training program. Eight students graduated and six found jobs in the food industry through TASK’s connections.

Nearly 480 people attended TASK’s hiring fairs.

Nearly 70 students worked diligently with TASK tutors to obtain a GED or achieve other educational goals.

Driving Hunger Out of Trenton in 2024
This March, TASK will launch our first mobile soup kitchen. Our goal is to serve 1,000 additional meals each week. The pilot phase of this program will target three vulnerable groups in the city of Trenton: children, seniors and those who are experiencing long-term or chronic homelessness. Stay tuned for updates about TASK’s newest hunger relief initiative.